--l Research In Review:---------.
What Causes Cruelty?
by Bill DeRosa

T

here are some forms of cruelty that
we are familiar with and that occur
quite commonly among children. We
frequently see or hear about children pulling
insects apart or crushing insects or other
small creatures under their feet.
(Salamanders, snakes, and toads are
common victims.) This behavior may simply
be the result of children's curiosity about
what animals look like on the inside. Or
some children may crush or pull apart small
creatures as a way of getting the attention
of their peers or even of adults. It may also
be that children learn to imitate adult
behaviors such as fly-swatting and spraying
insects with insecticide. Thus, destroying
small creatures does not seem objectionable
to some youngsters because such behavior is
often condoned by adult society.
What Research Tells Us

Research has primarily centered on other
forms of cruelty, which, though less
common than the insect-crushing variety,
receive a great deal of publicity. Such
cruelty often involves pets or farm animals
and extremely violent acts such as burning,
severe beating, stabbing, and other forms of
torture.
One study designed to investigate the
causes of this type of behavior was
conducted in 1971 by Fernando Tapia,
M.D., a psychiatrist at the University of
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Missouri School of Medicine. In this study,
titled Children Who Are Cruel to Animals,
Tapia analyzed the case histories of eighteen
male psychiatric patients, ranging in age
from five to fifteen years old. All of the
patients had persistently exhibited severe
cruelty to animals. Tapia found that in
eleven of the eighteen cases, the children's
cruel behavior seemed to be determined by
environmental factors-a background of
gross parental neglect, brutality, rejection,
and hostility. Fathers were often alcoholic
and physically abusive or separated from
their children for long periods of time. In
three other cases, a chaotic home
environment, combined with biological/
psychological disorders seemed to account
for the children's abusive behavior. In most
of the remaining cases, brain damage was
thought to be the significant contributing
factor.
--'�any Tapia's findings have been
.• supported by the results of a 1980 study
titled Aggression Against Cats, Dogs, and ·
People, conducted by Dr. Alan R. Felthous
of the C. F. Menninger Memorial Hospital ·.
, in Topeka, Kansas. In order to determine
· possible causes �f childhood c�elty to
animals, Felthous looked at the childhood
histories of a group of adult male
psychiatric patients. Of those who had
histories of cruelty to animals, most had
been subjected to brutal pwrishments by
their parents. In addition, those in the
animal cruelty group tended to have
alcoholic fathers and high incidences of
separation from father figures.
The significance of a violent, chaotic
home life, including parental alcoholism and
paternal separation, was also brought out in
the preliminary results of a 1983 study
conducted by Felthous and Dr. Stephan
Kellert of Yale University. Authorities such
as Felthous and Kellert believe that in
unstable and abusive home situations,
animal cruelty serves two functions for the
child:
(1) Cruelty is used to express frustrated
aggression toward another person, such as
an abusive parent; and/or (2) children
model or imitate violent parental behavior
by being cruel to animals. Authorities also
suggest that separation from a father figure
may contribute to cruel behavior in boys by
depriving them of an effective male role
model for learning to deal with anger and

appropriately channeling aggressive
impulses.
What Teachers Can Do

As educators, the type of cruelty we will
encounter most often will be of the,
psychologically speaking, less serious
variety-acts such as children's occasionally
crushing insects or other small creatures. To
discourage students from such behavior, Dr.
Michael Fox, Scientific Director for The
Humane Society of the United States,
suggests that they need to learn to
empathize with the animals. Pointing out to
children that animals are similar to humans
in many ways may encourage youngsters to
refrain from violent behavior toward the
creatures they commonly encounter. In
addition, you may want to provide new
ways in which children can relate to small
animals. For instance, try taking students on
an insect safari to observe the animals in
their natural habitats. (See our article
"From lck to Interesting" in the March
1984 issue of HUMANE EDUCATION.)
The other forms of cruelty involving
torture or wanton killing of pets and wild
and domestic animals should be treated as
signs of a problem requiring professional
help. Be sure that your school counselors
and administrators are familiar with the
studies ctied in this article. If your school
has a list of certain behaviors or conditions
to watch for in children-such as
indications of child abuse, drug use, or
other problems-request that persistent,
wanton cruelty to animals be added as an
indication of psychological disorders or a
chaotic home environment. Finally,
encourage your students to report any such
acts they witness or hear about. Stress to
students that doing so is not an instance of
"tattling," but a means of obtaining help
for someone with a serious problem.\/
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•T · .· o paraphrase Ebenezer Scrooge, . ·
·· •
· ."Bah, humbug! It's Halloween- ·
again!" Are you a teacher who cringes at
the thought of sugar-laden, hyperactive
students during the first week of November?
· then we have a plan to help you maintain .
your sanity, help prevent cavities, and hdp ·
animals. Instead of distributing candy or·.
cookies to yow: student tricksters, treat each·
. . youngster to a copf of Kind News; the <.
·. young people;s newspaper from The
.·. ..
Humane..Society of the United States;·
•
s
·
· ·. KfndNews is our amrnaJ.:.fcicu ed
·. newspaper .coiitairiirig stories; pilizles·, ·• ·•. . ..••
. .•
projects; iincl cariooris. If is written aftwo ·. . . .
levels:·KindNews Ifcir·grades l arid 2 arid
Kind News II for grades 3 thfotign 6; Arid ·..
you can give Kind News to each of your ··
trick-or-treaters for as little as 7� apiece'-·
less than a candy bar.
. .
Maryanne Keinen of Osseo, Minnesota,
started giving Kind News to her
neighborhood trick-or-treaters several years
ago. "I've had a really good response from
the children who come to my door on
Halloween and receive Kind News," she
says. "The children learn a great deal from
Kind News, as do parents who may pick it
up and read it!"
Maryanne finds that youngsters are
genuinely intrigued with receiving a
newspaper instead of the usual candy. They
like it not only for its focus on animals but
also because it is something different.
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games with a humane message. (See our
article "Parties With a Purpose" from the
September 1984 issue of HUMANE
EDUCATION.) Provide your own
nutritious homemade refreshments. Then
send your students home with goodie bags
containing animal stickers, animal crackers,
small rubber animals, (available in museum
gift shops), and their own copies of Kind
News. What better way to help your
students celebrate the occasion and promote
animal welfare at the same time!
Individual bundles of one issue of Kind
News may be purchased for $2.50 each.
Each bundle contains thirty-five copies of
the newspaper-enough for all your
students. You can order Kind News for
Halloween by mailing your check for $2.50
per bundle to NAAHE, Box 362, East
Haddam, CT 06423. Please indicate whetht,r
you want Kind News I or Kind News II. \/
Warning: Like sugar, Kind News can be

habit-forming. Once your students get a
copy of the newspaper for Halloween,
they may demand more! Subscriptions to
Kind News may be purchased at $10 for
five bundles (of thirty-five copies each)
each school year. To order, send your
check with your name and address to
NAAHE, Box 362, East Haddam, CT
06423. Be sure to specify which level of
Kind News (1 or II) you need for your
class!
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